CURRENT ALERT
Plus Night: 16 January 2021
"I Have a Question!"

FRONT DESK VIDEOS
*Commercial Crew    *Ice-Sat 2    *Suomi NPP
*latest news from NASA
*Declaration of Independence / Bill of Rights

WORMHOLE [none for sale at this time]
*Edmund Fitzgerald wooden Atlas model
*Chronicle Books 100-piece jigsaw puzzle: Mars
*Guillow Stunt Flyer (model #4505)

ROCKET RANGE
*Current Rocket = Quest Viper
    [bid, ages eighteen +] [launch, ages eight +]

DEMOS
*Euler’s Disk       *Smashing Spheres      *???
*???                *???                    *???         *???

ACTIVITIES
*How does one ask good questions to learn more about a subject? [ages eleven +]
*Viewing the 3.8-day-old Moon (at 7pm) [ages eight+]